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ABSTRACT: This study aims to examine the increase in student discipline through the practice of understanding and practicing the hadith about respecting time. The research was conducted at the DDI al-Abbrar Islamic Boarding School, Makassar as the research location. The research method used is qualitative with a phenomenological approach. Data was collected through interviews, observation, and documentation. The results of the research show that the application of Islamic values in the hadith about respecting time is carried out through six strategies. The six strategies have a significant role in increasing student discipline. Students who understand and apply the hadith become more disciplined in carrying out their obligations effectively and efficiently. The implication of this research is that the practice of understanding hadith about respecting time can be an effective solution in increasing student discipline. Methodologically, the strategies found can be tested on a larger and more diverse population of students. Can also combine the strategies found with other learning programs to obtain more optimal results. In addition, you can look for other additional strategies that can help improve the discipline of students.
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INTRODUCTION

Hadith is the second source of Islamic law after the Koran,¹ through the hadiths, Muslims find the Prophet's guidance for human life. One of them is the hadith about time management.² Hadith informs that time is very valuable in one's life. Time is likened to the most valuable gold and wealth. People who are good at appreciating time are the luckiest people. Conversely, people who do not use their time properly are the ones who lose the most³. Time walked on and never came back for good.⁴ Therefore, the Prophet recommended to organize and make the best use of time. In Islam, there are three times for humans, namely time for work, time for worship and time for rest. These three times must be utilized as well as possible in order to bring benefits to life. Thus managing time properly will make life more productive, healthy and happy. However, there are still many people who are unable to manage their time properly. As a result, many people have lost the opportunity to make achievements. For example, not a few students wasted their time resulting in educational failure. Students who behave like that are not only bad for themselves but also for others.⁵ That means, not managing your time well will result in a lot of distractions. For example, hindering
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work progress, disrupting relationships with work partners, and even disrupting health. Therefore, the inability to manage and use time properly will result in great losses.

In connection with the conditions above, several educational studies have found ways to improve discipline. First, design a strict system of rules and sanctions. Second, using positive coaching methods that are in accordance with the conditions of students. Third, build good relationships and mutual trust between teachers and students. Fourth, provide an understanding of responsibility and self-discipline. Fifth, developing an effective and participatory classroom management program. Sixth, creating a safe and comfortable learning environment. Seventh, involving and empowering students in the learning process, and eighth using innovative and fun teaching techniques. All of the research results are in the form of recommendations to improve student discipline. Discipline in Islamic boarding schools is applied based on the understanding and practice of hadith. Islamic boarding schools have strong traditions and culture in understanding and practicing hadith. Teachers at Islamic boarding schools are known for their ability to teach hadith and guide students. The teacher pays attention to the time and arranges the study schedule wisely. Santri are taught to make the best use of time for study, worship, and activities. Santri are given a good understanding that time is the most important asset in human life. Hadith teaches how to use time wisely and productively. Understanding and practicing the hadith about respecting time forms the character and self-discipline of the santri. Thus, the practice of the hadith about respecting time is very important for increasing the discipline of the santri.

This study examines how understanding and applying the values contained in the hadith about respecting time can help improve student discipline. The research context at DDI Al-Abrr Islamic Boarding School Makassar. Data was collected through observation, in-depth interviews, and literature studies between 2019-2023. The practice of the hadith about respecting time has an important role in increasing the discipline of the santri. In this case the teacher plays a role in helping students understand and practice the hadith about respecting time. Santri who understand and practice the hadith about respecting time have an orderly and disciplined lifestyle. Islamic boarding schools have a culture of practicing hadith about respecting time and having students who are more disciplined and successful in learning. This research suggests that the practice of hadith about respecting time should be applied and developed as a strategy to improve the discipline of students in Islamic boarding schools.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Time Management in Hadith

Management is a process that involves several functions to ensure that organizational goals are achieved effectively and efficiently. The management functions are planning, organizing, directing, and controlling. Planning is the first stage in the management function, which aims to determine objectives and strategies to achieve targeted results. This involves identifying long term and short term goals. Selection of the best method to achieve the goal is a major consideration. Organizing is the second stage in the management function. The goal is to organize available resources to achieve predetermined goals. This involves managing staff, assets and information to ensure that these tasks are carried out efficiently. Direction is the third stage in the management function, which aims to motivate, lead, cooperate with employees, to achieve organizational goals. This involves providing direction and ensuring that staff understand their respective duties and responsibilities.

---
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Supervision is the final stage in the management function. Supervision aims to monitor, evaluate organizational performance and ensure that objectives are achieved. This involves monitoring performance and results, then comparing them to objectives. The next step is to take action where necessary to ensure that the organization is functioning properly. The management function contributes to the success and sustainability of an organization. It is important to ensure that managers understand and implement the proper management functions. The goal is to ensure that the organization functions properly, so that it can achieve the expected goals. In the era of globalization and increasingly fierce competition, an effective management function is essential to ensure the success and sustainability of an organization. In this case, managers must ensure that these management functions work synergistically to achieve organizational goals. In the context of education, the function of management is very important. Because the management function contributes to the success and sustainability of an organization.

To ensure the management function runs well, time management is the main determinant. That is why the Prophet Muhammad emphasized the importance of respecting time as recorded in the hadith records. The hadith was conveyed by his friends and passed on in sequence from generation to generation. Hadith has an important role in Islamic teachings as the second source of law after the Qur’an. In Muslim society, hadith is believed to be a life guide that explains how to carry out Islamic teachings in everyday life. The Hadith contains a lot of advice, guidance, and life guidance that can be a guide for Muslims in living life. Therefore, hadith is a guarantee of the survival of Islamic teachings. Without hadith, Islamic teachings will not be trusted and cannot be practiced properly. The hadiths provide clear explanations of what to do and what to avoid in daily life. Hadith guides Muslims to live according to Islamic teachings. Hadith also helps maintain Islamic traditions and culture, because they contain records of the behavior and actions of the Prophet Muhammad as an example for Muslims.

In the context of education, teachers need strategies so that the hadiths taught are understood and practiced well by students. Strategy is a plan or action implemented to achieve a certain goal. Strategy can be used in various fields, such as business, military, politics, and others. Strategy includes a series of steps that are organized and directed. Strategy aims to solve problems and achieve set goals. The strategy also considers the current situation and conditions as well as the factors that might influence success in achieving the expected goals. These factors, for example, are not focused and are late completing assignments. Thus the teacher’s strategy determines students understand and practice the hadith quickly. In terms of character formation, teachers must choose an effective strategy to improve discipline. This method involves teachers and parents to work together in helping students build disciplinary character. Teachers can do this by providing coaching and guidance to students.
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Teach positive values, and set a good example. Parents can also help by strengthening a positive environment at home in order to help students understand the importance of discipline. The strategy of implementing the reward and punishment system is also an effective way to improve the discipline of students. In this case, the teacher can give gifts or rewards to students who are disciplined and fulfill their assignments well. Meanwhile, the teacher can also provide sanctions or punishment for students who break the rules and are not disciplined. This strategy helps students to understand the importance of discipline and motivates students to improve their behavior.

Habitation Strategy and Routine Exercise.

The strategy of habitation and routine training is another way to improve the discipline of students. In this case, the teacher can accustom students to do good and disciplined things. For example, providing regular exercises and regular assignments. This strategy helps the santri to build good habits and discipline, so that the discipline of the santri will increase gradually. Teachers can also help students to memorize the importance of discipline by providing understanding and good examples, for example in respecting and utilizing time.

Appreciate time

Valuing time is a concept that emphasizes the importance of using time efficiently and effectively. Valuing time is a form of self-discipline and shows that one understands the values associated with time. Experts state that respecting time is a habit and value that can increase one’s productivity and quality of life. Valuing other people’s time also shows professionalism and respect. Prioritizing important tasks and avoiding time-wasting habits can improve efficiency and work output. Knowing your deadlines and managing your time well can help you reach your goals and meet deadlines. Appreciating your own time and getting enough rest can maintain mental health and increase productivity. Keeping to a schedule and doing tasks on time can help avoid stress and workload. Setting priorities, making daily plans, avoiding interruptions, and managing stress are all methods of increasing discipline. Each individual has different needs and preferences in managing time, so it is important to determine the most suitable strategy for each individual. Through the implementation of the right strategies, individuals can help themselves to increase the value of time while increasing productivity and quality of life. Establishing a strategy helps schedule and prioritize important tasks, making it easier to manage time well. Strategy also helps limit distractions and focus on important goals and activities thereby reducing wasted time. Defining strategy and monitoring progress can help maintain consistency while strengthening time-honored habits.

Strategy to Improve Santri Discipline

In order to improve the discipline of students, the DDI al-Abrar Makassar Islamic Boarding School is taking strategic steps. First, design clear rules and firm sanctions. Rules and strict sanctions serve as the basis for educating the discipline of students. This was emphasized by Abdurrahman Zain that all Islamic boarding schools in Indonesia have strict rules and sanctions. The rules are made as a reference for fostering the discipline of students. The rules are the first to be conveyed to prospective students will register
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as a student at this Pondok. It is natural to provide clear and open rules of conduct for students, for example rules that must be obeyed. Likewise establishing fair and proportional sanctions for violations of the rules, such as warnings, fines, or actions to cancel the status of students. However, consistency is needed in applying sanctions for the same violation, to ensure fairness. It should also provide clear procedures for applying sanctions, to ensure fairness and transparency.

Rules and sanctions
Clear rules of conduct and strict sanctions can help increase accountability. In addition, rules and sanctions serve to ensure that students understand the responsibilities and consequences of their behavior. Fairly and consistently applied sanctions promote fairness and transparency, help build trust and ensure that the rule of law is applied evenly. Clear rules and sanctions also help to increase the motivation of students to behave properly and fulfill their responsibilities. Strict rules and sanctions help establish discipline and ensure that students understand the boundaries and rules that must be followed. In this way, strict rules and sanctions help build a safe, productive environment in which to learn and develop. However, even though the Islamic Boarding School has implemented strict rules and sanctions, not all students at the DDI al-Abrar Makassar Islamic Boarding School comply with the provisions of the order. There are still a small number of people who break the rules such as being undisciplined. Those who still commit disciplinary violations, of course, will receive sanctions. Muhammad Lubis said that there were no Islamic boarding schools that did not apply sanctions for those who violated discipline. Only the method and form of punishment is different. If here the punishment given is educational. For example, cleaning the bathroom, sweeping the classroom and memorizing verses of the Koran.

METHOD
This research uses a type of literature, conducts a review of those related to time management, student discipline, and the practice of hadith respecting time. Data Collection: Through interviews and observation, collect information and perceptions from students, teachers and parents regarding time management and student discipline. The research instrument is the researcher himself, collecting data by observation, interviews, literature review. While the data analysis of the Miles and Huberman model is data reduction; analysis of data collected through techniques such as coding, memoing, and interpretation to find patterns and themes related to time management and student discipline, presenting verified data and validating findings through discussions with informants and providing interpretations that have a logical basis and are consistent with data and drawing conclusions.

DISCUSSION
First; Discipline and Santri Santri
We confirmed Muhammad Lubis’ statement above to a student named Arham Sanjaya. Arham said that the punishment most feared by students was memorizing verses from the Koran. Other punishments such as cleaning the bathroom and sweeping the yard are not too severe even if they get ridiculed by friends. Punishments that are educational in nature such as cleaning the bathroom can teach respect for the environment and strengthen the beliefs and motivation of students. The same is true for memorizing verses of the Koran. The verses they memorized as a result of carrying out the punishment will leave an imprint on the memory of the santri. Giving punishments that are educational, the students will get more memorable learning and realize things that are wrong. Santri will be more careful and afraid of committing acts of violation again. Thus, providing educational punishment can help shape disciplinary behavior for students. Discipline is the main emphasis in Pondok Pesantren which aims to create a responsible generation. Muhammad Adlan gave a statement that the Vision and Mission of the DDI al-Abrar Makassar Islamic Boarding School is to form a generation that is disciplined, independent and has good morals. The key is in discipline. If the students are disciplined, God willing, they will be independent and have commendable morals. Muhammad Adlan’s statement above we confirmed to one of the parents of the students named Hudayah (55 years). Hudayah said that I have five children. Muhammad Zaky is the last child. Thanks to guidance and prayers from the supervisor of the al-Abrar Islamic Boarding School, Zaky is now very disciplined, especially praying five times a day. If I had known about the coaching system at the al-Abrar Islamic Boarding School, then I would have put the four Zaky brothers in al-Abrar. Help students understand and carry out their duties so
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that they can become responsible individuals. Discipline supports the formation of the personality of students as well as prepares them to live independently. Discipline also helps students to focus on the learning process so they can understand the material well. Therefore, Islamic boarding schools emphasize discipline as part of understanding and respecting the norms and rules that apply, which are important things in social life. Increasing productivity is another benefit of discipline. Discipline helps students to increase productivity and efficiency. In their daily activities, they can use their time and make good decisions.

Second: personal discipline

In addition to the students, discipline is also applied to all boarding schools. To shape students to become disciplined individuals, the supervisor of the DDI al-Abdar Makassar Islamic Boarding School is required to provide a real example in terms of discipline. Abdurrahman Zain emphasized that at every meeting, the leadership often repeated warnings to all teachers and Pondok coaches that it was impossible for students to be disciplined if the teachers and undisciplined trainer. Teachers and coaches are obliged to set an example to their students. Setting a good example in the form of discipline will provide added value and positive influence for students. This concrete example will help students to develop a disciplined mindset and behavior. By giving an example of good discipline, students will get used to doing good things. Setting an example of discipline in terms of respecting time will in itself teach students the importance of respecting time. Providing real examples of discipline will also help students strengthen their belief and motivation in discipline.

Third: modernizing learning hadith.

To facilitate the hadith learning process, the DDI al-Abdar Makassar Islamic Boarding School has used information and communication technology such as digital learning media. The main reason is to keep up with the times. Muh. Lubis said that we cannot avoid using digital learning media. Now all schools are required to utilize digital media in the learning process. Because schools that do not yet use digital media will be out of date and cannot follow the concept of independent learning as initiated by the minister of education. The real benefit that is felt after using digital media is to increase the effectiveness of learning. Modern learning uses technology very effectively to help students understand and remember material. It can also increase students' learning motivation. Santri are more involved in learning because it interests them to pay attention to the lesson. In addition, digital learning media can facilitate students' understanding. This is because digital learning often uses images, animations, and visualizations to help students understand more difficult concepts. That is why, digital learning media can improve social and interactive skills. Because modern learning focuses on active participation and interaction between students. The aim is to help them improve their social skills and ability to work in teams. Thus, modern learning using digital media prepares students to live and work in a digitalized world. Apart from using digital learning media, DDI al-Abdar Makassar Islamic Boarding School has integrated various learning methods, such as group discussions, simulations, and role-playing. It has also focused on the understanding and application of hadith respecting time, not just memorizing. Santri are encouraged to actively participate in hadith learning activities. It has even developed learning methods that are in accordance with the level of development and interest of the students.

Fourth: The Santri Development Method

The DDI al-Abdar Makassar Islamic Boarding School uses coaching methods that are adapted to the interests and talents of the students. The main reason is to develop the basic potential possessed by students. Andi Taufiq Ekaputra said that one of the things that made Al-Abdar Islamic Boarding School increasingly known to the public was because of the fostering of the interests and talents of the students. For students who are talented at lecturing, they will be trained to become lecturers. For those who have the talent to cook, they will also be trained to become professional cooks. Likewise in other fields. The purpose of giving these awards is to motivate them to continue learning and developing. To support students to get achievements, Islamic Boarding
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Schools also try to create a safe and fun learning environment. 47 All of these aim to help students feel more compelled to participate and learn. Students will have high self-confidence. Confidence will provide opportunities for students to realize what they are interested in according to their talents. Islamic boarding schools also provide special support and guidance so that students excel. Providing individual support and guidance to students will help them overcome their problems. 48 Thus coaching in accordance with the interests and talents of students will help them feel more confident and able to develop more advanced.

Fifth: the book of al-Nukbah al-Mardhiyyah as a reference

Making the book al-Nukbah al-Mardhiyyah a reference for character education. The reason is because the book contains many traditions related to discipline. Hadiths related to discipline are those that advocate respecting and managing time properly. Abdurrahman Zain said that there are five hadiths about respecting time in the book al-Nukbah al-Mardhiyyah, namely: First, what most people waste is health and opportunity. Second, take care of the five before the five come: your youth before your old age, your health before your illness, your wealth before your poverty, your free time before you are busy, and your life before your death. Third, actually that time is the most valuable gold and wealth. Fourth, whoever appreciates and makes good use of time, that person will be lucky. Fifth, people who don't value time are the ones who lose the most. Another reason why the DDI al-Abrar Makassar Islamic Boarding School made the Kitab al-Nukbah al-Mardhiyyah a reference to improve discipline was because the book was written by K.H. Abdurrahman Ambo Dalle, a charismatic cleric in South Sulawesi. The mandatory book is believed to be able to form a strong culture and tradition within the Islamic boarding school. Muh. Lubis emphasized that Kitab al-Nukbah al-Mardhiyyah emphasized the importance of discipline and even included strategies to improve discipline. This charismatic cleric's book contains moral values and Islamic teachings that have a strong influence on the behavior of students. The book combines Islamic teachings with the santri environment, making Islamic teachings easier to understand and implement. The book of charismatic scholars indeed functions to enrich the understanding of Islamic teachings for students. It can also help shape their spiritual identity. Even the book of charismatic scholars can unite students in understanding and applying teachings Islam. Thus a book that is compiled based on situations and needs, will make it easier to understand and carry out its contents. 49

Sixth: Obligation to Memorize Hadith.

In order to properly understand the disciplinary hadiths contained in the Kitab al-Nukbah al-Mardhiyyah, the DDI Al-Abrar Makassar Islamic Boarding School requires students to memorize hadiths about respecting time. These hadiths help students understand how Islam emphasizes the importance of respecting and making good use of time. Andi Taufiq Ekaputra said that all students at the DDI al-Abrar Makassar Islamic Boarding School were required to memorize the hadiths in the Kitab al-Nukbah al-Mardhiyyah. Memorizing and understanding hadiths about respecting time functions to shape the personality of the santri. Santri will grow into individuals who apply Islamic teachings so that they have good and responsible personalities. 50 Santri who understand and apply the teachings in the hadith can be an example for their surroundings. It can also help form a better community. Memorizing and practicing hadiths about respecting time will increase productivity and efficiency in daily activities. More than that, memorizing, understanding and practicing hadith will strengthen their faith and piety. Thus, living and practicing the hadith respecting time will provide many benefits for the life of the santri.

CONCLUSION

Qualitative analysis of the research findings above shows that the application of Islamic values in the hadith about respecting time at the DDI al-Abrar Makassar Islamic Boarding School was carried out through six strategies. The intended strategy is to make clear rules and strict sanctions, provide concrete examples, modernize hadith learning, make the book al-Nukbah al-Mardhiyyah a mandatory book, use methods according to the conditions of students and make it mandatory to memorize hadiths about respecting time. The six strategies have a significant role in improving the discipline of students. The implication of this research is that the practice of understanding hadith about respecting time can be an effective solution in increasing student discipline. Methodologically, the strategies found can be tested on a larger and more diverse population of students. Can also combine the strategies found with other learning programs to obtain more optimal results. In addition, you can look for other additional strategies that can help improve the discipline of students.
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